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Cinema Grade is a Color Grading plug-in for Final Cut Pro X, Adobe Premiere Pro, or DaVinci Resolve (I tested the Cinema Grade plug-in in 
both Final Cut Pro and DaVinci Resolve). What is color grading? It is a process of improving the appearance of an image or video by changing vari-
ous attributes of an image such as contrast, color, saturation, etc. The creators of Cinema Grade strived to make it a simple to use tool. One where 

you can click on the screen and drag up and down with your cursor to make your color grading changes. Versus the more complex way of other Col-
or grading programs (I could never get the hang of adjusting the multiple color wheels in other color correcting plug-ins to get my desired color cor-
rections). 

Figure 1. The Cinema Grade plug-in has many controls that you can use to color grade your video clips.

Figure 2. I was working on a short post apocalyptic video were the sky had an eerie look (left car image). I wanted to match that 
look on the image of the blue car. So I used Cinema Grade’s Matching tool to keep the look consistent (middle car).



The Cinema Grade effect is added 
to your clip from within Final Cut Pro 
X (DaVinchi Resolve or Adobe Pre-
mier Pro). After it has been applied, 
you click on its “Open Controls” but-
ton. This opens the Cinema Grade 
program and places your clip in in 
Cinema Grade’s window. (Figure 3) 
That is where you make all of your 
color grading changes. Once you are 
satisfied with the results, you simply 
click the “Apply button and the 
changes are transferred to the clip in 
Final Cut Pro, Premier, or DaVinci 
Resolve.” 

Available Color Grading tools 
• Exposure and Contrast: You can 

selectively adjust the shadows, mid-
tones, and highlights of your video 
clip. For example, you can click your 
cursor on a dark area in the clip and 
then drag the cursor up or down to 
adjust the shadow’s brightness. Likewise you can click and drag on the midtones  or the highlights to adjust their brightness. 

• Auto White Balance, Color Temperature, and Color Tint: A lot of times when you film a white building or area, the white has a blue tint. Cinema 
Grade has an Auto White Balance tool that fixes this problem. I tested it on a film clip that had a pronounced blue hue. It removed most of the 
blue and I was able to use the “Color Temperature” and the “Color Tint” tools to remove the remaining blue. The Results can be seen in the be-
fore-after split screen in Figure 4 . 

• Saturation: The Saturation tool can be used to increase or decrease the saturation globally or individually for the shadows, midtones, and high-
lights. 

• Groups and Matched shots: Once you have finished color correcting a clip, you can do side-by-side color matching between it and other shots that 
you want to have the same look. You start by picking 
a “Group” color and then picking your original 
“Hero” clip (the clip that you want to match the oth-
ers to). Then you assign that same Group color to all 
of the clips that you want to match to the Hero clip. 
FYI: You can create multiple Groups by assigning 
different colors for each new group.  
In the Matching side-by-side window, the Hero clip 

is on the right (you can easily cycle through the clips). 
All you have to do is copy/paste the Hero clip’s correc-
tions to the other clips. The aforementioned grading 
tools are also available for further tweaking - if needed. 
You can also use the waveform color “Scopes” and/or 

the Vectorscope in your matching process (Figure 1). 
• False colors: When this is turned on, your clip looks 

psychedelic - with all of the colors shifted to new col-
ors. At first this seems strange until you realize the 
different colors are letting you know what is over or 
under exposed and whether the skin tones are correct. 
You can drag the cursor up or down to to correct these 
exposure and skin problems. Figure 4. This horizontal split screen shows the before and after results of applying 

the Auto White Balance and a few other tweaks used to remove the clip’s blue tones.

Figure 3. I used the Shadows, Midtones, and Highlight controls to remove the white haze in this 



• LUTs and Looks: For those that don’t know - 
LUTs (Look Up Tables) are digital files/pre-
sets that transforms the color and tone of 
your image or video, such as changing a color 
image in to a black & white or sepia & white 
image.  

Cinema Grade has Looks and LUTs that 
can be used to emulate film stock or motion 
picture films (like Mad Max) or change the 
Mood, Time of day, Color scheme etc. of 
your video footage. Cinema Grade has a 
“Looks Selection” panel that shows all of the 
available Looks and LUTs that come with the 
plug-in or ones that you purchased (Figure 5).  

• Look Transfer Tool: You can match the color 
palette of your favorite image or film using 
the Look Transfer tool (Figure 2). 

Cinema Grade versions: 
• Basic: Direct Image Grading In the Cinema Grade Viewer; Built-in Colorist Looks (60 color presets); LUT Previewer. 
• Pro: You also get: A Step-By-Step Guided Approach; Shot Matching With Groups; Academy Color Science And Xrite Chart Support. 
• Filmmaker: It in-

cludes the previous 
items plus - The 
Color Grading 
Academy (a step-
by-step guided 
tour of Cinema 
Grade); RAW 
Footage; Film 
Add-Ons; The-
Look Hacking 
System (to get the 
look of your fa-
vorite film or tele-
vision show). 

Tutorials:  
There are a lot of short tutorials on the Cinema Grade web site. They individually cover all of the Cinema Grade tools. There is also a good You-

Tube tutorial that shows all of the features of Cinema Grade in one short video. 

The Skinny 
Evaluation:  I was impressed right from the first color correction that I made on my video footage. I am not one that likes using tons of sliders and 
controls to achieve my desired results. I like being able to just click on my video in the Cinema Grade window and make my adjustments by drag-
ging up or down with the cursor. After using it for a while, all I could think of was - I sure wish I had this tool when we were putting together and 
trying to correct the colors of my vacation and other video’s (using only Final Cut Pro’s tools).  
Requires: macOS High Sierra 10.13 - 10.15, OpenCL 1.2 

Host: Final Cut Pro X 10.4, DaVinci Resolve 15, or Adobe Premiere Pro CC 2018 or higher 
Company: Color Grading LLC 
Price: (Sold separately) Final Cut Pro, Adobe Premier, or Davinci Resolve: Basic version: $69, Pro version: $99, Filmmaker version: $199. There is 
also an “All Host” upgrade that includes all three plug-ins. Contact Color Grading LLC for pricing. 
Available Trial Copy

Figure 5.  Cinema Grade comes with many “LUTs” and “Looks” that you can use to change 
the look of your video clip.

Figure 6. After testing Cinema Grade in Final Cut Pro X, I tested it with my copy of DaVinci Resolve. The Color 
Grade windows are the same and as you can see, I was able to use one of the “Looks” to change my clip from color to 
black & white. 
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